
There is no off season, just
time off- by Tok Mostert
Spring is drawing ever closer and our field season has pretty
much closed down. It has been a long hard season for Flake,
many hours, many miles and many birds. Off days where non
existing: we always had a trial or a hunt going on, that was
in between the training.
A season like we had takes its toll on a dog, mentally and
physically. No matter how well conditioned the dog may be at
the start of a season, he is likely to lose weight during the
peak of the season. Just like losing weight, a dog will also
lose  some  discipline,  it  cannot  be  helped,  or  prevented,
unless you cut way back on hunting time. As said before, an
over disciplined dog does not hunt well, neither does a dog
without any discipline. No matter at what level you start at,
discipline  levels  will  deteriorate  during  a  field  season.
Prolonged periods of time that the dog spends away from you
naturally make the dog rely more on himself, this is normal
and part of the learning curve for a dog, but it also brings
complications.  Spotting  it  is  pretty  easy  if  you  had  a
baseline for discipline when the season started. Tell tale
signs are the need to repeat commands, the dog taking a extra
second  to  respond  to  the  whistle,  or  ignoring  commands
completely.

Fixing the issues that came up during the season cannot be
done effectively without resting the dog and taking a step
back from hunting or trials. Most of us cannot afford to do
this without missing out on many opportunities to hunt with
the dog. All we can do is try and limit the amount we lose
during the season. What compounds things even more is that
there is no real off season. Once our field trials end, along
with hunting, our water training and tests start, so does our
tracking tests. It is common that a dog does well during the
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first year and progressively slides away the year after if
attention is not paid to the issues that came up. How do we
fix this? The short answer is to go back to basics, some will
have to go way back and others may start in the middle, how do
we know this, a simple but extensive way of judging where your
dog is at, is to do a “end of season” evaluation. A simple
series of “tests” with increasing levels of difficulty to
establish a baseline from which to start and to highlight the
areas that need more focused training.

Tok & Flake!

How do you establish a baseline

Control the environment, leash, no leash, fenced area,1.
unfenced area, no distractions, many distractions.
2. Here is the only place and time you DO want the dog
to fail.
3.  Keep  it  simple,  heal,  sit,  stay,  come  and  stop.
Increase the time or distance or both gradually until
the dog becomes uneasy, that is your limit.
4.  Balls,  caps,  dummies  can  be  used  to  distract  or
entice the dog into breaking, do not let them retrieve
anything, you are not evaluating that part of their work
now.
5. Use other people and or dogs to distract your dog,
see how your dog keeps contact with you.
6. This is not the time to correct the dog, this is a
evaluation.
7. Make notes of the problem areas, there will be more
than one.



8. You will have picked up bad habits too, focus on
yourself and see what habits you need to break.
9. If you have to, break up the evaluation over several
days, but focus on every aspect you can.
10. Be prepared to be disappointed.

Personally I will be taking a break from any type of training
but discipline as soon as our season is completely over. I
have estimated that I will need 2 weeks of intensive obedience
training  before  I  will  see  a  noticeable  difference  in
sharpness, that is for both the dog and myself. It will take
at least 6 to 8 weeks before I will have Flake back to her pre
season level of obedience. This is with training at least 45
to 60 minutes per day on obedience only, dogs don’t make
mistakes when they are fresh, they make them when they are
tired, mentally.

Be confident, be firm and never forget that you and the dog
should enjoy what you are doing.

Next article here

Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start reading them from Part 1 here.

Finding or Handling Game? IT
vs UK
People  keep  asking  me  which  are  the  differences  between
Italian and British trials. I already wrote something but, the
more  I  compete  in  Italian  trials,  the  more  differences  I
notice, they cannot be contained in an article alone. I wrote
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“compete” because I am not new to Italian trials: I began
watching them in 2004, but I am fairly new to competing in
them, furthermore many things changed in these 13 years. My
initial role was the one of the journalist/photographer, who
sometimes helped judges writing down their notes. I was a
neutral observer and  it was a valuable experience as it
allowed  me  to  see  things  closely,  yet  from  the  outside.
Getting into the competition surprised those used to see me in
my  “other”  role,  but  allows  me  to  understand  things  more
deeply. My opinions, my feelings, my impressions and concerns
have not changed but, I can see things more clearly and this
is an ongoing process!

I often stated that obedience and control are more important
in British trials and not so important in our trials. The
reasons behind this approach are many, and some are probably
more  socio-economical  than  dog  related,  game  presence,
however,  is certainly one of the key points. I came to the
conclusion (not much smartness needed here!) that birds, or
rather their abundance or absence, are the culprits. Those
familiar  with  Italian  trials  know  that  you  have  to  be
incredibly lucky to find a bird. On average, I think about,
25-30%  of  the  dogs  competing  have  a  chance  to  point  and
properly work out a bird. Maybe 30-35% have a chance to “see”
the bird but something prevents (a bracemate, a roebuck, a
meteorite…) them to actually work it out, as required by the
rules. Sometimes things are even worse: during a trial I ran
in October no birds were seen, my stake was made up of 22
dogs, if I am not wrong, for a total of 11 braces. Some dogs,
including mine, were also allowed to run a second round in the
hope to find anything: well the only bird we saw during the
whole trial was a (one) pigeon. As you can imagine no awards
were given. In the UK, instead, almost all the dogs have the
opportunity to at least “see” a bird”: then many things can
happen, but competitors are surely not so concerned about a
living feathered being on the ground.



To find a bird at Italian trials you need a smart dog carrying
on his shoulders a tremendous amount of luck: this  is true, I
will discuss the “why” in other articles. Besides being true,
this is also very sad: I love pointing dogs and this would be
frustrating for any person sharing this passion. Imagine what
happens:  you  wake  up  at  3  AM  (because  trials  start  very
early), you drive 200 miles, your dog has a nice run with a
nice bracemate, and the dogs cannot find anything. The judge
maybe likes him and gives him a second chance, but again no
birds show up and the trial ends. Imagine this happening for
most of the trials then you get the whole picture.

Years ago,  I was chatting with a judge about the tremendous
emphasis some breeders were giving to their dogs galloping
style. There were (and there are) brainless dogs with no bird
sense who ”move very nicely”. Do you want to know his reply?
It was a short and smart one: breeders focus on movement
because, 99% of the time, the dog is going to be seen by
judges while running, being pointing a rare happening. Judges
are more likely to remember how he runs and how he searches,
it makes sense and, again, it makes me sad. Weren’t trials
created to evaluate pointing dogs and make sure they were
suitable  to  hunters?  So  we  have  a  nice  gallop  here  and,
anything else?
I think that what our trials are focused on is “finding” (that
damn bird) , and it is better do it nicely with deep and wide
castings.  It is so hard to find a bird that everything that
comes  later  is,  somehow,  less  important.  I  am  not  here
minimizing the importance of a proper pointing style (Italians
are suckers for this) but, basically, once the dog has found
and pointed the bird, everything is going to be fine. This is
probably why handlers get so excited and run anxiously towards
the dog on point. What if the dog is a bit sticky? What if he
is not super steady to flush or to gunshot? These errors are
likely to be forgiven, given the aforementioned lack of game.



Gerry Devine at a Scottish trial. Such actions are a common
sight

In Britain the opposite happens, dogs run in places where
birds  are  present,  sometimes  too  present,  and  this  makes
control vital. It is not difficult to find a grouse, on some
moors you do not even need a dog to find one so… bird presence
is taken for granted. Of course the dogs are expected to
find,a bird, but there are usually plenty of opportunities to
find one. If you attend a British field trials you will see
many dogs on point, points are not such an unsual sight. After
all, field trials were created to evaluate pointing breeds and
you cannot really assess a pointer without a point! When the
dog is on point, the British handler paces quietly to him. I
am not sure whether pacing (vs running) is required by some
rules,  but  I  think  it  is  more  a  matter  of  culture  and
awareness. The handler, in fact, besides being used to “keep
calm”, is well aware that the toughest part of the trial has
yet to come. After the point, the dog must work out the bird
properly, demonstrate perfect steadiness to wing and shot, and



perform equally well the “clear the ground”, all seasoned with
a good amount of obedience.  British trials are not easy!

So… during an Italian trial the dog’s ability to FIND a bird
(hopefully  in  a  stylish  manner)  is  under  the  spotlight,
whereas in Britain the dog is carefully assessed on “how he
handles the birds”. Italians do mind about how the dog points
and works out the bird, but they unfortunately have much less
chances to verify this. Environment and game management make
the difference. If I go through my memories, the thing I
remember most  clearly about specific dogs running in British
trials is, the way they roaded and worked out birds, as well
as their obedience. Of course I remember a few, exceptional
finds  and  runs  but  they  occupy  less  of  my  memory.  When
thinking about Italian trials, things are reversed.

What is better? We have no winner here. To be successful at an
Italian  trial  the  dog  needs  an  incredible  amount  of
determination, good bird sense (and/or a tremendous amount of
luck), a stylish movement, some boldness and, sometimes even
too much independence. When you get everything in the proper
amount you have a great dog but, unfortunately, miscalculating
the ingredients might produce dogs who run for the sake of
running or are just too wild to be tamed by the average human
being. The British system, instead, tests carefully how the
dog  handles  birds  and  forces  handlers  to  keep  an  eye  on
trainability, on the other hand, in Britain, finding a bird
can sometimes be “too easy”. If only a dog could be assessed
through both the systems we will be close to perfection.

Still curious about British trials? Check the section A Month
on the Moor or click here.

http://dogsandcountry.it/category/amm/


A  Time  to  Reflect  (on
Training) by Tok Mostert
I am busy packing for a long holiday, Louise, my companion,
says she is actually taking me away so that Flake can get some
rest. There is truth in that, sometimes we get caught up in
pushing so hard and trying to get to the next level with our
gundogs that we forget to have fun, so should your dog. What
few  of  us  realize  is  that  the  “next  level”  holds  more
problems, more challenging training situations and that often
we made a mistake in our initial training and that we now have
to go back and fix that before we can move on.

If you are serious about your hunting or trial dog, you will
always strive for perfection, but you will also know that
perfection has many faces. What may be perfect for you, may
not  be  perfect  for  a  judge  or  for  other  handlers.  True
perfection  does  not  exist,  it  is  only  the  strive  for
perfection that is true. Flake is lying in front of the fire
right now, oblivious to what I may think, write or feel,
content in just letting go of the days training. I guess I
should learn from her and do the same, I wish I could. As the
glow of the fireplace dances over her speckled body, so the
season dances through my mind.

She has developed incredibly over the last 6 months when1.
it comes to fieldwork.
2. She has not had a break in 16 months, maybe one or
two days certain weeks, sometimes only a day a month.
3. If I don’t do my part she will never get further,
just like those flames of the fireplace dwindle down and
die if I don’t keep adding wood.
4. Her hunting season is over, it may have not been
perfect, but she has made me proud.
5. She is not better than other dogs, she has just had
better  opportunities  and  I  need  to  keep  giving  her
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those.
6. I need to pay attention to the early signals of a
problem developing, it is easier to prevent a problem
from becoming a habit, than it is to break a habit.
7. Going back to basics often builds a better dog.
8. You have to hit the dogs “reset” button at some
stage, take a break leave all training and let the dog

be a dog.

As I said above, our season is over until I get back from
Africa, she is getting a break and some time to “reset”. I get
time to ponder our season and to break down everything I see
as a potential problem or a real problem I picked up during
our season together. Some are very small, some are very big,
but they all get the same amount of attention and focus.

Some may be happy with a HPR dog that picks up ducks all over
the place, I want a dog that picks up a specific duck among
the many on the ground, especially the winged ones I select
even if there are several. I want a HPR dog that can keep it
cool under the guns no matter how many shots go off and how
many birds are dropping around her.
I want a dog that takes a straight line into the water on a
blind retrieve, in virgin water I want the dog to do this
carefully, but straight without hesitation.
I want a dog that follows commands on a blind retrieve, but
that can work the thick stuff by himself when I can’t help
anymore.
I want a dog that does not only focus on the flock of birds he
just flushed on command, but also understands to look for the



bird that I am shooting at, to make the retrieve easier for
him.
I want a dog that can work late season birds and pin them so
hard that they don’t breath.

Will I get all of this done? Maybe not but it does not stop me
from trying or training. It may take longer, It may take new
training methods, I can’t say for sure. What I can say is that
I will be breaking it all down in my head long before I start
training and as always, I will start with the basics all over
again.

Next article here.

Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start reading them from Part 1 here.

Mind the Wind by Tok Mostert
So… you think running a good field dog is all about the dog,
maybe,  but  a  good  handler  will  be  able  to  interpret  the
conditions and “assist” the dog to have the best possible
chance of finding birds.
Temperature, moisture content, humidity and wind all play a
part in the scenting conditions and that is something all dog
handlers should keep in mind, if they want to consistently hit
birds on the field. Often handlers will say, the wind just did
not work for us or the birds where holding tight and the dog
could not find them. Even a great dog will have days in which
the wind plays havoc with their scenting ability, often it
leads to flushes.

Learn to read the wind and maybe you and your dog will be
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hitting birds when others do not.

I was running Flake on a huge field with a stone edge, or
wall, forming the left border of the field. The wind was also
blowing from left to right that day and it was pumping. We
were about 20 minutes into her run when I sent her right onto
the wall, as in tight against it. Sure enough within 30 meters
she  locked  up  solid  on  point.  She  could  scent  the  bird
(pheasant) but could not locate it exactly. All the signs were
there for a solid point,f ront foot up, tail dead steady and
swollen the first 10cm, head at the right height for the
terrain, but there was a very , very slight left to right
movement of the head. I gave her the advance command and sure
enough she put the bird onto its wings. The bird was no more
than a meter ahead of her, yet it was hard to place. This set
my mind to thinking of how the airflow over the stone wall
affected her scenting ability. Not only that ,but how does the
wind affect bird scent in general with obstacles, trees and
other obstructions in the way?

Any wind?

On the internet, you can find diagrams (google wind flow and
select images as search option – we can’t reproduce them for
copyright reasons) that show airflow around/over obstacles,
this clears up a few things I wanted to know. Turbulent air
behind the obstacles will make it hard for a dog to place a
bird 100%. The air that compresses around or over a obstacle
creates a narrower band of scent that is also faster than the
ambient wind. Certain obstacles will create pockets of no



airflow behind them at certain wind speeds, imagine a bird
holding tight behind a tree and there is virtually no air to
carry its scent to the dog, even tough there is a good breeze
going.

Good  retriever  trainers  will  tell  you  that  sometimes  the
hardest retrieve for a dog is in a depression of a field, it
is almost airless in those pockets. Now… just imagine how
close your dog needs to be to find scent in such a situation!

Maybe a great dog will have this figured out by itself in
time, I am going to help my dog by paying more attention to
this.

Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start reading them from Part 1 here.

Next article here.

We  are  Losing  Legendary
Methods (Fieldwork 3) – By T.
Mostert
Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start reading them from Part 1 here.

We are Losing Legendary Methods (Fieldwork 3) – By T. Mostert

Planting Birds (… & backing)

In hindsight, I should have been able to read Flake better
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when she was younger. I was so focused on getting her to do
what I wanted that I neglected to see the little signs she
gave of her natural ability to find birds. I took many photos
of her as a pup and now, when I go through them, I find
several photos that show she was pointing, or was interested
in a bird. Never be so focused on what you want your dog to
do, that you forget what the dog can already do. If I had just
made the effort to get some help she would be much, much
further than she is today, not that I am not happy with where
she is today, she is a incredible little dog.
Feather training is one of those things you either believe in
or you don’t. It is no replacement for birds, but to teach a
young dog to be steady and sit to the flush it does have its
place. As said before, I made a mistake in teaching Flake to
run a pattern simply for the sake of running, instead of
giving her a reason to run a pattern. The very first field
test I went to was a complete disaster, two days of running on
fields and no one bird pointed and believe me she had the
opportunity several times. I was basically stuck with a dog
that would cut a field to shreds but did not know why she was
doing it, running and hunting are not the same thing.

Tok & Flake

This is when I realized I needed some expert help and like we
all should do, I looked for the best possible person to help
me, a Legend. I also realized I needed my own birds and we
built a enclosure and stocked it with some partridge. The
first time I met Sten Rönnerling, he was out on a field, he
was busy placing out partridge to train his dogs. I had heard
of placing out birds, but I had never seen anyone do it. He



was a friendly man and by his firm handshake I knew those
where not the hands of a talker, he was a doer. Right off the
bat he told me to tag along with Flake on a leash while his
pointers  were  running  in  the  field  on  placed  birds.  Sure
enough his dog went into a solid point and Sten instructed me
to bring Flake in, slowly behind the pointer so she could pick
up the scent of the bird. I did not notice it, I could not
read her yet, but Sten immediately said she has the scent when
I was six meters from the pointer, he can read a dog! The
pointer  flushed  on  command  and  they  made  quick  work  of
dropping  the  bird  from  the  sky,  I  gave  Flake  the  sit
instruction  the  moment  the  bird  lifted.
This is how we carried on for several more birds, at one stage
we even leashed the pointer while on point to try and slip
Flake into his place, the bird flushed by itself and made our
plan unsuccessful.
We did this on several occasions, I started using a longer
leash so we could slip her in tight to the pointer, it did not
take  more  than  5-10  of  these  placed  birds  before  Flake
understood what was happening. This was the point where Sten
decided that she had had enough and that we would or could
turn her into a point stealer if we would have continued
slipping her on the pointer, that is experience. What we did
now was to follow at a good distance and once the pointer took
a solid point we would move on from maybe 150 meters and get
Flake to see the side profile of the pointer while on point,
the moment she would display backing or mirroring we would
stop, some days this would be at even a 100 meters out from
the pointer. I need to back-up a little here and make it
clear, Flake had already pointed pheasants and grouse before I
started with Sten, but this was infrequently and on some days



she would simply run right over birds. 

Back to Sten. It was the third time I went out to Sten when he
decided it was time to place birds for Flake. We placed three
partridge out on the field, they were spread pretty far apart,
and we let her go. Sure enough, it did not take very long for
her to go into a solid point on one of the birds. Here is
where placed birds are extremely valuable. I walked up to her
slowly and told her to be steady when I was a few meters away,
I kept saying steady, steady until I could lay my hand on her
and say good girl, girl. Now is the time to heap praise on
them,  right  there  and  then  is  the  best  opportunity  to
reinforce that what they are doing is what you want them to
do! I then took a few steps back and to the side, called her
name once and gave her the flush command, while doing this I
also moved briskly forward. The bird took to the air and I
whistled the sit command. It all fell into place perfectly.
She managed to do the same on the other two birds we had
placed out.

Two weeks later Sten had a couple of clients from the north of
Sweden who came down to work their dogs on birds. He had
placed out several birds and there some wild birds in the area
too. I was just going to tag along with Flake on a leash to
gain more experience. After about a hour the guests’ dogs had
not found one bird and Sten told me to let Flake off leash and
let her run. It took no more than two minutes before she just
stopped and went into a solid point. I waited for the guests
to get into a suitable shooting formation and once they were
in place, I gave Flake the flush command. Up went the bird,



whistle, down sat Flake and boom, bird dropped from the sky.
Flake had marked the bird and I sent her to retrieve it, good
retrieve delivered into my hand. That right there was one of
the proudest moments of my entire life! She was finally on her
way to becoming a bird dog!

Continues here…

We  are  Losing  Legendary
Methods (Fieldwork 1) – By T.
Mostert
Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start reading them from Part 1 here.

We are Losing Legendary Methods (Fieldwork 1) – By T. Mostert

This is the single most rewarding discipline for a HPR owner
or trainer. Often called the Formula 1 of the dog world, our
little “machines” flying over a field, head high and then that
sudden dead stop into a rock solid point. A good advance into
a sit and the bird gets dropped from the sky, dog marks
perfectly, retrieve is brilliant and at the end of the day you
get a first prize!! Yeah, I dream too, because getting to this
point takes more time and patience than any other disciplines.
Many dogs run well, many dogs find birds, many dogs are steady
on point, many dogs have a good advance and many still a good
retrieve. Putting it all together in ONE DOG is where it gets
very,  very  complicated!  Field  trials  rules,  criteria  and
regulations are different for HPR’s in Scandinavia, Europe and
the USA, but we all want our dogs to find birds, point them
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and be steady. I cannot speak for other test methods, I train
for our field test and our criteria. Some of what I say will
not be applicable to you and it will not make sense in why we
do it the way we do it. I don’t like ‘kicking up birds” myself
and I believe it is easier to have your dog stand still when
you ” kick up” birds than to stop a dog after sending him to
put the bird on the wing, it does not mean I am right and
others  are  wrong,  to  each  his  own.  Train  within  your
framework.

Flake

There are those that believe you give a young dog birds and
when he shows potential you teach him to run a proper pattern.
I did not do it that way, as said before I was new to this two
years ago and I taught Flake to run a pattern long before I
got her onto birds on a regular basis. The single biggest
problem with my method with the result that Flake ran, she did
not hunt, not her mistake, but mine. She was doing what I told
her to do and taught her to do. In hindsight I will use a
combination of birds and teaching a dog to run a pattern at
the same time. A dog that gets “fed” to many birds too early
will not run as hard as he should, he will think it is easy
hitting birds, more on that later.

To make it more structured, I will start with how to teach a
dog to run a pattern and how to correct and steer the dog. I
do not start a dog on field training that is too young,
joints, ligaments and so on can be permanently damaged! Do not
run a too young dog with another young dog, start your dog



alone.
Exhaustion is a real danger, low blood sugar (hypoglycemia)
and dehydration will kill your dog, learn the signs and keep a
close watch. Young dogs rely on their owners to take care of
them. Do not train field if you cannot stop or recall your
dog, those who are saying “screw you” right now have not seen
a dog run over. If you do run them without a stop or recall in
place, run them in a fenced area or a area that has no cars or
trains for 5 kms. Finished preaching let’s get to patterns.

If someone helps you…

To teach a dog to run a pattern is fairly easy, to teach a dog
to run the desired pattern is harder, a dog that can adjust
his  pattern  depending  on  terrain  and  prevalent  weather
conditions is a very smart dog.
I  have  seen  many  dogs  on  trails  that  are  released,  run
straight ahead of the handler for 200 or 300 meters, then make
a left or right turn head out 100-200 meters, turn left or
right and head straight back to the handler before they start
running a haywire pattern. I have seen dogs run the boundaries
of a field only, educated dogs whose handlers trained too hard
on  the  boundaries  and  not  enough  on  the  fields.There  is
nothing more funny for a young dog to go out and run freely,
use that energy by training the dog to run a pattern. One
method of doing this is by going to a field that is 50 meters
wide and maybe 200 meters long. You can use larger fields, but
your dog will run less pattern and you are trying to teach him
to run a pattern. It works best with two people or, if you can



run and keep running, you can try by yourself, I did a lot of
that!
Let’s say you have the 50×100 field and you have two people.
Always start training with the wind in the dogs face. Start
both people and the dog in the centre of the field, release
the dog and both people move in opposite directions, each to
one side of the field, right at the edge on each side. I like
to take a few steps back after I reach my end and then I call
the dog in, this teaches the dog to cover every edge, do not
expect a young dog to do this every time by itself. Then I
start walking forward on the edge of the field, the other
person should be able to see when the dog reaches me after I
called him in. They now call the dog to them, remember to keep
walking forward! The person that does the call in should not
call in too soon or too late, timing is everything. Continue
calling in the dog from one person to the other while walking
at a steady pace towards the end of the field, the dog will
eventually turn by itself. Do not let the dog turn short on
either side! Once they start getting tired, they tend to turn
short, the person that has the dog closest to them when he
turns short should call the dog back! Please, please do not
forget to heap praise on the dog when he gets to your side! He
is doing what you want him to do! Do not do this for more than
10 minutes with a young dog, take a 30 minute break or longer
if you intend repeating the exercise. Do not push the dog too
hard in the beginning of its training on field!

Doing the same exercise alone is
possible, but harder, I ran from
one side to the other with the
Flake, she would beat me to the
other side every time, I could
turn short! I had one advantage
with  Flake  when  I  started
pattern  training,  she  could

already take directions with hand signals (arms) and with the
whistle. A judge once told me that a dog cannot read arm
signals, he is wrong. Some dogs take to the pattern easy, some



dogs take a little more time and some dogs just don’t get
taught right. A dog that enjoys your company will follow you,
no matter how hard he runs, he will keep an eye on you every
now and then, a young dog even more so. Use this, when the dog
reaches a point where you are happy for him to turn, turn and
walk in the opposite direction (always forward), make sure
your back is to the dog, do not walk backwards! You do not
need to be as fast as the dog, if he passes you keep walking
in  the  same  direction  until  the  dog  reaches  your  chosen
turning point, turn and walk in the opposite direction.

To be continued with depth and width.

Ten years ago, a nice dinner
by Angelo Cammi
English abstract

To read full article in Italian click here.

Angelo Cammi is a well respected British Pointing dogs judge
and an English Setter lover. He is president of the Piacenza
Chapter of the Italian Setter Society (SIS Piacenza).

This article was given to all those who were present at the
Piacenza  English  Setter  Specialty  trial  on  wild  birds
(selvaggina natural), last summer. It is a very important
article as it points out what happened, and what did not
happen, during the last 10 years. Cammi wrote the article in
Italian and intended it to be read by Italians but, we have to
remember that people from all over Europe are interested in
Italian English Setters. It is therefore important that they
could receive valuable information as well. I am not going to
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translate the whole article (you can use google translate),
but I (Rossella) am going to summarize the first part and then
translate the last paragraphs.

The first part of the article is about a dinner. Some setter
people are eating a pizza and discussing relevant topics for
the breed, it was the year 2006. The issues discussed were: 1)
Zone  Doc;  2)  Derby  (and  a  Derby  for  females);  3)  Grey
Partridge;  4)  Training  Grounds.  Note  for  foreigners:

The Zone Doc were/are ENCI approved field trial grounds.
The plan was to have special trialing grounds on which
birds were absolutely wild and natural. Among the first
selected areas there were natural preserves, parks and
so…
The Derby is a trial mimicking grand quete and reserved
to dogs who: 1) are under 3 years old,; 2) were born in
Italy and 3) had never been trialed before. The Derby is
run solo.
Grey Partridge… well… these birds seemed/seem to be sort
of extinct in nature but, being valuable birds for dog
trialing, Italians dream/wish/hope to have them back.
Training grounds: they do not exists but for some B and
C selected areas, which are extremely small and limited.
To train a dog you basically have to act like a poacher
for most part of the year. Why? We do not know and the
question was/is… how can this change?

These were the topics discussed over dinner by Cammi and his
fellow settermen… what happened 10 years later? This is the
second part of the article:

The plan to set up Zone DOC did not work. All trialing
grounds  now  are  Zone  DOC  and  more  and  more  grounds
became DOC, including private estates (in which birds
are not always wild and natural). Why?
Derby for females? We currently do not have any.
Training grounds? Nothing has changed.



Hammer owned by Del Borghi

CAMMI’S THOUGHTS (full translation)

Anything else to consider? Yes, many things. At the Derby 2016
we had 170 entries and 4 awards (about 2%). Yes, what matters
is genetic selection, breeding… but year after year we have
less  and  less  awards.  Of  course  we  have  many  working
champions, many famous trailers but? Something is obviously
not working even when we celebrate dogs winning “important”
(so  defined)  competitions,  competitions  that  are,  indeed,
spectacular but concreteness is a different thing and working
standards and trial rules are focused on it. Basically the
technically acclaimed “selective breeding” is giving birth to
specimen that are getting more and more different to a real
pointing  dog.  The  judge’s  evaluations  we  read  say:
“Performance suitable to the kind of trial, typical gallop,
does not meet birds. Excellent gallop, asked to run a second
round bumps into birds”. An endless number of evaluations look
like this one so? What are we selecting for?



CAMMI’s COMMENTS (full translation)

Some ideas and some declaration are born randomly (and with
some self-reference) especially when they are apt to find
populist consensus but nothing comes after, at least not yet.

I do not want to be polemic, polemics do not bring anything
and do not help. I want to understand and the thirst for
knowledge is always young and strong.

CAMMI’S CONCLUSION (full translation)

I thank those who chose to go hunting/shooting with an English
Setter.  They  preserve  the  pointing  breeds’s  authenticity.
Congratulation  and  please  always  remember  avidity,
intelligence and conformation, this will preserve the English
Setter!

Angelo Cammi, Piacenza (Italy), April 2016

Addestrati  il  cane  –  Train
your dog
“E’  di  rado  vantaggioso  che  un  cane  abbia  più  di  un
istruttore. Può darsi che i metodi di insegnamento siano gli
stessi ma potrebbero esserci differenze nella voce o nei modi
che  potrebbero  confondere  in  qualche  maniera  l’allievo
rallentandone i progressi. Quindi, se decidete di addestrare
il vostro cane,  fatelo per conto vostro senza lasciare che
nessuno possa interferire.” W. H. Hutchinson Dog Breaking 1865
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Non c’è molto da aggiungere al testo. Hutchinson ha ragione
anche  se,  viste  le  condizioni  attuali,  forse  è  un  filo
estremo. Quanti di noi sanno addestrare da sé il proprio cane
da caccia? Non parlo di “allenare” o meglio portare il cane a
correre in campagna sperando che faccia due ferme, parlo di
addestramento completo.  Se non sono capace di fare una cosa,
devo farmi aiutare da qualcuno più esperto di me e qui entra
in gioco un’eventuale seconda figura che può confondere il
cane. Togliamo pure il può e diciamo che lo confonde, per
questo motivo la figura a cui ci appoggiamo deve essere intesa
come colui che ci traghetta verso conoscenze che dobbiamo
apprendere al fine di addestrare da soli il nostro cane.

L’esperto deve essere una figura di riferimento più per noi
che per il cane, non una persona a cui delegare il lavoro
sporco, né uno sventurato a cui affidare la rimessa in sesto
di un cane indisciplinato. Io la vedo così, poi le cose vanno
diversamente, ma questo è un altro discorso…

Se  non  lo  avete  ancora  fatto,  date  un’occhiata  al  Gundog
Research Project.
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